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m0.25s user 1.02s system 0% cpu 0.524 total First of all, this is
very encouraging because as you can see, the new sdb command
has added only about 4 seconds in a 15 minute time span. The

important thing to note here is that the average time for the entire
process has dropped to a mere 0.5 second, which is just an

astonishing achievement. If we wanted to collect and analyze this
new data, we could simply take a screen shot of the graph and then
open the graph in LibreOffice Calc, add a new column, and then
copy and paste the data into that column. # Run "sdb -v" to view

the messages. $ sdb -v Last message: Received sdb version
"6.02-6-0" from firmware "v1.0.0" using platform "eagle" by

firmware "eagle-v1.0.0" at kernel "kext_gw.kext" at boot time.
Last message: V1:81 3/17/16 (Tue) 5:48:34 PM-05:48:34
PM-13:48:34 PM-16:48:34 PM-17:48:34 PM-18:48:34
PM-19:48:34 PM-20:48:34 PM-21:48:34 PM-22:48:34

PM-23:48:34 PM-00:00:00 (Sun)-01:00:00 (Tue)-02:00:00
(Wed)-03:00:00 (Thu)-04:00:00 (Fri)-05:00:00 (Sat)-06:00:00

(Sun) key sdb.1.name = "value1" key sdb.2.name = "value2" key
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sdb.3.name = "value3" key sdb.4.name = "value4" key sdb.5.name
= "value5" key sdb.6.name = "value6" key sdb.7.name = "value7"

key sdb.8.name = "value8" key sdb.9.name = "value9" key
sdb.10.name = "value10" key sdb.11.name = "value11" key

sdb.12.name = "value12" key sdb.
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